Abstract: Beam-shaping diffractive optical elements are used to create structured light patterns in fluid flows. Particle scattering results in detected signals that can be used to determine the particle size and velocity.
Introduction
Non-invasive optical sensors for measurement of flow parameters (velocity, shear stress, etc.) are desirable alternatives to invasive pressure sensors such as Pitot tubes. A popular optical technique for particle flow measurement is laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV). [ 11 LDV requires interfering two laser beams to create a fringe pattern, and then detecting bursts of scattered light as particles flow through the fringes. The velocity of the particles is determined from the burst frequency and the known fringe spacing. In this work, we simplify and improve the LDV concept by utilizing beam-shaping diffractive optical elements (DOEs) to create structured light patterns. Scattered light from these patterns allows measurement of particle velocity by time-of-flight, and particle size by Mie scattering intensity.
instrument concepts

I . Particle Velocimeter
The particle velocimeter shown in Figure l (a) builds on our earlier success in developing fluid shear stress sensors [2] in that it is composed of a single substrate that has both transmitter and receiver DOEs. The transmitter optic is a beam-shaping DOE that focuses the single mode output of a fiber or laser diode to two elongated spots or an elongated ring. As particles flow through the two spots, they scatter light to a receiver DOE that focuses to a multimode fiber or detector. A simple time-of-flight measurement and the known spot spacing yield the particle velocity. No frequency calculation is required as in LDV. The advantage of utilizing an elongated ring is that it creates a well-defined measurement volume. Signals from particles that pass through the ends of the ring can be easily rejected because the intensity does not drop to zero in the middle. This enables accurate particle counting and hence concentration determination. If velocity direction is desired, then the spot pattern can be made asymmetric by adding a third spot with unequal spacing or by making unequal intensity spots. Of course, only one component of a particle's velocity vector can be measured with one ring focus, but two-and three-axis instruments can be designed to measure the complete 3D velocity vector of the particle distribution.
Particle-Sizing Velocimeter
The particle-sizing velocimeter shown in Figure I (b) also utilizes a beam-shaping transmitter DOE, but the receiver configuration allows measurement of both the particle size and particle speed. The collection lens is placed in the forward scattering to take advantage of the strong Mie scattering intensity. The size of a particle is determined from the maximum of the signal intensity (Mie scattering theory) [3, 4] and the velocity of a particle is determined from the time-of-flight between the two lines of the ring. . Starting with a 64 x 64-pixel gray-scale bitmap representation of the desired two-spot image, the algorithm was iterated approximately 5000 times to design the 128x128-pixel phase function shown in Figure 2 (a). To produce a focus at 20 mm from the surface, a 512x512 2 pm pixel lens phase function was added to the CGH (4x oversampled to allow for the finer features in the lens). The resulting 1 mm x 1 mm DOE was then fabricated in PMMA on a fused silica substrate using analog-dose electronbeam lithhography [ti] . To characterize the performince, a HeNe laser coqled i~t o a shgle-mode fiber was used to illuminate the DOE, and a bare CCD (no cover glass) recorded the image. Figure 2(b) shows the simulated image and Fig. 2(c) shows the measured image. The measured image exhibits equal and uniform spot (line) intensity and diffraction-limited focusing. Using similar design and fabrication procedures, we have created complete micro-velocimeter ("MicroV") sensors including transmitter and receiver DOEs and fiber-coupled sources and detectors. A fully packaged MicroV sensor is shown in Figure 3 . It is designed to be flush mounted in the wall of the device under test (flow tank, hydrofoil, etc.) to avoid disturbing the flow. Such sensors typically exhibit detected signal to noise ratios of greater than 50: 1. We have also fabricated elongated-ring focusing DOEs for the particle-sizing velocimeter, and preliminary experiments have detected particles as small as 0.13 pm. 
